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About This Content

Aloha! The fresh, floral air energizes you. The warm, tranquil waters refresh you. The breathtaking, natural beauty renews you.
As the sun sets, you look around, you're on an exotic island, wearing a straw skirt and flowers in your hair. This can be your life

if you upgrade now to Hawaii Coco!

This DLC contains a custom skin for Coco Nebulon in Awesomenauts. You need to have Coco Nebulon available as a playable
character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Coco Hawaii Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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There's no answer other than RECOMMEND! - It's FREE and its BRILLIANT! 10\/10

it's free, and its a brilliant flashback to the 80s\/90s RPG - really really well done.

Music, graphics and game engine are really nice. Takes an hour or so of gameplay depending on difficulty.. A really like the
demo and bought the game a while ago, I left it there as I think it leverages too much on extremely precision platforming and
puzzles that can end up being frustating because of the above reason. I like the challenge but nearly every single part of the
game is precision platforming (when I say precision I really mean it, nearly at the "pixel" level or you just die and repeat).

It is a shame as the graphic and characters are brilliant and I would have surely enjoyed it if it was a super mario style game
more than a serie of frustating levels.. i feel it was worth the price... it enhances the world in the way i wanted it enhanced.. best
motorcycle championship game so far. The English translation is below.

当我开始的时候，我不知道这个游戏想要干什么。
我不知道如何通关。
这个游戏的操作也十分怪异。

When I start the game, I don’t know what to do and how to pass a level.
The control is weird to me.
. Dance Magic is nice fighting/rhythm game with several dance styles, locations and characters.
You can pick one of seven dancers, each dancer has five basic abilities and three special moves, also different required inputs to
use them. Characters will dance on the right and left side of the screen, you can use five basic moves to beat opponent. Basic
attacks always do some damage, Rage attacks do double damage but ineffective agains shield. Next 2 moves put up a shields for
you and take down an enemy shields. The last one is important for combo multiplier.
If you like rhythm games and looking for something more, this game is for you!
My rating: 8.5/10
. Gawsh this game is bad. The gfx are uninspired, and lack in contrast; the sounds are just a few sfx samples mashed together
with bad bg music sometimes, the controls suck, the story seems uninspired (though I didn't get very far before I was turned off
too badly)...

This is a perfect example of how NOT to make a game. Don't buy. Don't take it even if it was free.. Game crashed a few
minutes in. Maybe it'll be fixed in the future.
No explanation of controls leading to lots of guessing.
No clear explanation (or indication) if a door is locked or needs power or is unlocked.

You're a prisoner in an underground prisoner put in isolation. You were sent to prison for murdering your family. I guess you
are innocent? You are told all this in some fairly clunky text.

Level design looks okay from what little I saw before the crash.

I'd wait on this one folks. Maybe the developers will fix it and make it a bit more stable.. i love this game. Great platformer!
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Luna's Wandering Stars is complete ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ that has no appeal whatsoever to anyone who has half a braincell. Looking at
the horrible steam page made me want reimbursment for all the mental damage, but buying it almost gave me cancer. AVOID.
Good game.
You can get the achievements very fast.
And you can get trading cards too.. I've found that for some reason I can't get the 2nd rake of cars in "Better hop to it" (part 1)
to latch. I've tried speeds from 0.5 - 4.0 mph - the 2nd rake remains sadly independent of my efforts. The loco itself is pretty
good though.
Therefore because of this, I cannot make a positive recommendation. However, if it turns out that it's something I'm doing
wrong, then I will change my current negative to positive.

Edit 9th March 2015: Recommedation changed to Positive - see below.. DLC verdict: Don't get it

Comment:
It is one of those season passes that do not contain everything. And now that the multiplayer part of Arkham Origins is
(supposed to be) shutdown it has even less appeal. The only thing that you get extra here are 2 Batman skins, both of
which (just like the other skins) can only be used when you finish the main game at least once. Honestly the only good
DLC is "Cold, Cold Heart" so get that one instead. Unless you are a DLC collector or die-hard Batman fan stay this
pass if not worth your money. Included DLC - Cold, Cold Heart; Initiation; New Millennium Skins Pack; Infinite
Earth Skins Pack. Not included DLC - Black Mask Challenge Map Pack; Online Supply Drop 1 (Not purchasable
anymore because multiplayer is (supposed to be) shutdown); Invisible Predator Online DLC Pack 2 (Not purchasable
anymore because multiplayer is (supposed to be) shutdown); Knightfall (Not purchasable on PC, but there is a
workaround if you have Initiation, check HERE)
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.. What a game! It's perfect, I'll gladly recommend
it.. My recommendation comes with a caveat.

This game has a long way to go before it feels playable. The animations are very clunky and basic. The premise as far
as I can tell is basically Terraria. The spell crafting system looks fun but I haven't got that far yet. I died and lost my
pick within the first few minutes so I had to create a new character to get it back as I couldn't mine anything without it.

I recommend this because I think it has potential, but it's going to take a lot of work to get it to a good state. Hopefully
the devs keep up with this.. A little frustrating at first...but then it sort of grew on me. I didn't play for long, but I think
this is going to be a regular go-to when I am sick of just blowing♥♥♥♥♥♥up in VR. it takes a bit more patience, and a
little more grit to feel accomplished. I dig it. I think this will be a great one.

I sort of wish the visuals were a little fancier though. The simplistic look isn't really for me. Everything feels a little too
flat. Maybe more dynamic lighting or something. Doesn't detract too much. It is just when you actually sit and soak in
the environment it is a little underhwleming.. Fun retro style game. Very challenging. For the price, I highly
recommend it!. you should not play it. Only time will lose!
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